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1 Overview 
The Good Dynamics (GD) platform facilitates communication between the client application and 
application enterprise servers behind the firewall using the following components:  

 GD Client Library - The library provides a simple way for developers to use the security 
features provided by the platform. It enables applications to secure data at rest on the device 
and data in transit to the enterprise. The library also handles provisioning and password policy 
enforcement. 

 Good Network Operations Centre - The NOC provides the infrastructure to securely route 
data between the Client Library and the Good Enterprises Servers behind the enterprises 
firewall.  

 GD Enterprise Servers  

o The Good Control (GC) server provides the ability to manage users, applications and 
security policies within your organisation. 

o The Good Proxy (GP) server enables secure communications between the enterprise 
applications servers and the NOC through the enterprise firewall. 

 

 

Figure 1: The Good Dynamics platform architecture  
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1.1 The Good Dynamics Client Library 

The library is provided as an SDK which easily installs as a plug-in to the Xcode IDE. The developer 
can then utilise any of the following methods in their native application. 

 Library Initialisation 

This mandatory initialisation method automates collecting device and user-specific 
information. It authenticates a provisioned user and checks they are authorised to run the 
specific application on their device. 

 Secure connection 

An end-to-end secure connection to an Enterprise Application Server may be sent by either a 
HTTP or socket connection. Transport Layer Security (TLS) can optionally be utilised when 
making a request.  

 Securing storage  

GD ensures the complete privacy of your data by providing encrypted on-device storage 
systems (file system, SQLite, and more). This allows secure operation, even in offline 
situations where there‟s no access to wireless. 
 

 Push Communication  

This channel is the primary mechanism by which the client library becomes aware of remote 
updates to application data or policy updates. The Good Notification Push API can be used by 
an enterprise application server to push notifications down to the client application. The 
channel is designed to conserve battery power on the mobile device. 

These additional features are initiated and controlled by the library. 

 Password Authentication 

A service password is enforced on launch of the application according to the password policy 
configured in the GC console. 

 Checking Entitlement and Compliance 

When an application runs the library checks that a user is entitled to run a specific application. 
Password and compliance policies for the user are also enforced by the library. Any changes 
to the user‟s entitlement or policies are pushed to the library or refreshed next time the client 
connects. 

1.2 The Network Operations Centre 

With GD, applications connect to Good‟s NOC before connecting to the enterprise network, so there‟s 
no need to punch holes in the firewall or use a VPN connection. The NOC primarily relays the end-end 
encrypted data between the Client Library and the Good Proxy Server. The NOC also hosts the 
Catalogue where applications are registered and their entitlements are managed. 

1.3 The Good Proxy Server  

The GP server is responsible for maintaining a secure communication channel through the firewall to 
the NOC. It also handles delivering push notifications received from enterprise application servers 
through the NOC to the Client Library.  
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1.4 The Good Control Server 

The GC server exposes a web console that provides IT administrators with a dashboard view of users, 
applications, groups and devices. IT administrators can use the GC console to perform the following 
actions: 
 

 Add and Manage Users 

 Register and manage Good Dynamics applications 

 Manage the entitlement of applications to users or groups  

 Create policy-sets of password and compliance policies and assign them per user.  

 View activated applications, users and mobile devices 

 See a history of management actions and compliance policies that have been enforced on the 
user‟s device. 

 Execute lock, wipe or reset the password for a specific user‟s application. 

 Manage configuration of GP servers  

 Configure access to Enterprise Application Servers 

 Manage GC Administrators. 

1.5 Interfacing Components 

1.5.1 Enterprise Application Server 

The Good Dynamics platform doesn‟t impose any restrictions on the type of enterprise application 
server deployed. It purely controls connections from a client application to the server. Access can be 
restricted per application and also limited to specific ports.  

1.5.2 Internet / Cloud Application Server 

The Client Library determines whether to route a connection request to the internet or to the 
enterprise. This is based on whether the requested resource is configured as an enterprise application 
server in the GC console. If configured, the request would be routed via the secure connection to the 
enterprise. Otherwise data will be sent directly over the internet from the mobile device. 

1.5.3 Active Directory 

The GC server must interface to an Active Directory server. Users can only be added who exist within 
the directory.  
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2 Application Management and Policies 

2.1 The Application Catalogue 

All applications are registered in the Good Dynamics Catalogue based on an Application ID. The 
application ID is specific to Good Dynamics and takes the form „com.company.application‟. 

There are three types of applications: 

 Organization Applications 

Apps registered and used only by a specific organization or company. 

 Partner Applications  

Apps developed by Good Dynamics partners. Using the Good Dynamics Network (GDN) 
partners may publish their application to specific organizations.  

 Good Applications 

Applications developed by Good Technology. 

Applications which are available to an organization are shown in the GC console 

2.2 Entitling Users 

Permission to access an application or to deny access to an application, can be controlled at the user 
or group level. A user‟s access to an application can be changed at any time and enforced when the 
user‟s device next connects. Additionally, access can be controlled based on the application‟s version. 

2.3 Setting Password and Compliance Policies 

Configurable compliance policies include  the following: 

 Prevention of cut/copy/paste of application data to unapproved consumer applications 

 Detection and remediation of jailbroken or rooted devices 

 Checking for hardware, OS and GD library versions. 

2.4 Keeping Data Secure 

As safety concerns related to mobile devices increase, regulation and compliance have become a 
greater concern for organizations struggling to build their own mobile applications. These concerns 
include: 
 

 Maintaining communication and data security when sensitive company information is being 
transmitted or is at rest on a mobile device. 

 Enforcing password and compliance policies when accessing company data. 

 Separating personal and work data so employees can user their own device to securely 
access company applications. 

 Optimising device battery lifetime whilst still having the latest updates pushed to the mobile 
application. 

GD allows app developers to extend Good Technology‟s industry-leading security to their own mobile 
applications. It provides access to the licensed iOS software, tools, and support you need to 
incorporate Good‟s proven technology into your own app builds.  
 
Good Dynamics provides the following native functionality for your iOS application: 

 Secure connectivity using AES-192 encryption 

 Secure storage 

 Application management and policies 

 Push communication 
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3 Scenarios 
The following scenarios provide examples of how the enterprise can use Good Dynamics to manage 
their applications.  

3.1 A developer registers a new custom application 

A developer or administrator may register a new application in the GC console. This includes providing 
a name, description, application ID and version. Once an application is registered a user may be given 
entitlement to use the application. 

3.2 A new employee requires an enterprise application 

In this scenario, a new employee has joined the company and needs mobile access to a custom 
application. 

3.2.1 IT administrator provides employee access 

1. An enterprise IT administrator adds the user in the GC console by typing in their name. The 
GC searches and retrieves the user‟s email address and name from Active Directory. 

2. The administrator assigns the employee to the appropriate policy set. For example, internal 
policy may require the user to enter a strong password when accessing the company‟s 
applications on their mobile device. 

3. The employee is either assigned to an application group or given specific access to the 
required custom application.  

4. The administrator triggers an access key to be generated. This sends an email to the 
employee containing a single use access key and instructions on how to activate the 
application. 

3.2.2 Employee activates application 

1. On receipt of the welcome email, the user follows the instructions to download the application. 
The method for download is not mandated by the platform and can be facilitated through the 
app store, enterprise application distribution, or a Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution 
like Good For Enterprise. 

2. On launching the application for the first time, the user is prompted to enter their email 
address and access key. 

3. The platform creates a unique profile for the mobile device in the NOC and authenticates the 
user‟s access key. The device is issued a unique Terminal ID by the NOC, and this is 
associated with the user‟s email address. The entitlement of the user to the application in use 
is also checked at this stage.  

4. Once the user is authenticated and authorised the Client Library establishes a secure 
connection to the GP server and is able to receive profile and policy updates via the push 
channel.  

5. If there is a policy update which requires a security password to be set, then the user is 
prompted to set this password before proceeding to use the application. 

3.3  An employee loses a device 

There are two goals in such a situation: 

 Prevent access to corporate data from the lost device. 

 Re-connect the employee quickly and securely. 
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3.3.1 Disable access from the lost device 

An IT administrator will use the GC console to wipe the applications running on the user‟s lost device. 
If an application is currently connected, it will be immediately wiped, alternatively the next time the 
client application is opened, authentication will fail and the application will be wiped by the Client 
Library.  

The employee now needs to activate each application again on a new device. 

3.3.2 Add a new device 

The employee‟s entitlements and profile still exist, but as the applications must be activated again the 
enterprise IT administrator must trigger a new access key to be sent for each application. The previous 
access keys cannot be used as each key can only be used once. 

The user now follows the same process as before to activate each application. 
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Legal Notice 

This document, as well as all accompanying documents for this product, is published by Visto Corporation dba 
Good Technology (“Good”). Good may have patents or pending patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, and 
other intellectual property rights covering the subject matter in these documents. The furnishing of this, or any 
other document, does not in any way imply any license to these or other intellectual properties, except as 
expressly provided in written license agreements with Good. This document is for the use of licensed or 
authorized users only. No part of this document may be used, sold, reproduced, stored in a database or retrieval 
system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or physical, for any purpose, other than the 
purchaser‟s authorized use without the express written permission of Good. Any unauthorized copying, 
distribution or disclosure of information is a violation of copyright laws. 

While every effort has been made to ensure technical accuracy, information in this document is subject to change 
without notice and does not represent a commitment on the part of Good. The software described in this 
document is furnished under a license agreement or nondisclosure agreement. The software may be used or 
copied only in accordance with the terms of those written agreements. 

The documentation provided is subject to change at Good‟s sole discretion without notice. It is your responsibility 
to utilize the most current documentation available. Good assumes no duty to update you, and therefore Good 
recommends that you check frequently for new versions. This documentation is provided “as is” and Good 
assumes no liability for the accuracy or completeness of the content. The content of this document may contain 
information regarding Good‟s future plans, including roadmaps and feature sets not yet available. It is stressed 
that this information is non-binding and Good creates no contractual obligation to deliver the features and 
functionality described herein, and expressly disclaims all theories of contract, detrimental reliance and/or 
promissory estoppel or similar theories. 

Patents, Legal Information & Trademarks 
©Copyright 2011. All rights reserved. Good Technology, Good, the Good logo, Good for Enterprise, Good For 
You, and Good Mobile Messaging, are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Good. All third-party 
trademarks, trade names, or service marks may be claimed as the property of their respective owners and are 
used only to refer to the goods or services identified by those third-party marks. Good‟s technology is protected by 
U.S. Patents 6,085,192; 5,968,131; 6,023,708; 5,961,590; 6,131,116; 6,151,606; 6,233,341; 6,131,096, 6,708,221 
and 6,766,454 along with numerous other U.S. and foreign patents and applications pending.  

 


